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Ichorous Fortitude
The Blighted Brute has IMMUNITY : POISON, PARALYZE, WILT  
and RESISTANCE : .  

When the Blighted Brute is dealt Damage, a Muck token is  
placed on each space adjacent opponents occupy.

Is there an opponent adjacent?
Make a separate  ATK against each opponent  
within REACH 2.  
THEN: All opponents hit by the previous Attack are  
PUSHED 2, FORCE 11.  
THEN: Continue to the "Otherwise" AI Step.

Is there an opponent within SOI?
All opponents within SOI are PULLED 4, FORCE 11.  
CONTINUE DOWN

Is there an opponent adjacent?
Make a separate  ATK against each opponent  
within REACH 2. THEN: All opponents hit by the  
previous Attack are PUSHED 2, FORCE 11. 
CONTINUE DOWN

Otherwise:
Move towards the farthest opponent.  
THEN: All opponents within SOI  
are PULLED 4, FORCE 11.

CASTING: - 

    +2 PHYSICAL DMG    FU: Inflict Disease
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MUTATED GUARDIAN

The blighted terror doubled over, vomiting vile ichor 
across the floor. It was shaking violently. Blood poured freely 
from an open wound on its back, and a pus-filled growth on 
its side burst. The wounded creature sprayed bile that hissed 
and sputtered as it ate into the stone floor.

It tried to stand once more, but fell back to its knees. There 
was a sickening, wet sound of tearing flesh as the creature's chest 
split wide. Ropes of muscle hung limply from the gash, and its 
torso began to swell. Shoulders broadened, arms grew thicker, and 
sinew enveloped the monster's frame. A piercing wail ripped its way 
from the blighted terror's throat as it transformed even further. 

It reached up, grasping at its head, which pulsed and throbbed visibly. Veins bulged from its neck as it 
arched its back, screaming. Suddenly, the top of its skull exploded outward, spraying gore all around it. A barbed 
tentacle shot out of the crown of its head, lashing out aimlessly as it grew. Bones shattered and jutted out of its 
forearms before falling to the ground, pushed out of its flesh by more tentacles as they emerged from its elbows. 

It was unbelievable that anything could survive so much trauma, even a vile creature like the blighted terror. 
It shuddered once more before falling prostrate. It had grown enormous, with bulging muscles and tendons. 
It was a tangled mass of flesh, a grotesque mockery of nature. Incredibly, it seemed to have lived through the 
disgusting transformation. 

It rose to its feet, new limbs flexing and stretching. Its tentacles, covered in wicked barbs, whipped around 
the mutated blasphemy as it turned its faceless ruin of a head back toward its assailants. A deep, rumbling bellow 
blasted from its chest, and it charged back into the fray.
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